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Partner Guidelines: SEO



● You are allowed to use Plesk-branded keywords ( including but not 
limited to Plesk, Plesk Onyx, Plesk Obsidian ) and other Plesk-specific 
information unless you do not speak with your customers on behalf 
of Plesk.

● Name your product/service/page using not only Plesk-branded 
keywords, but also the brand of your company

● Plesk design, appearance, layout, colour scheme, logotypes and other 
marks we use are our official trademarks. As a Plesk partner you are 
allowed to use them until you follow our Brand Guidelines and 
comply with the rules mentioned above

TRADEMARK USAGE REQUIREMENTS

https://www.plesk.com/brand/


CONTENT RECOMMENDATIONS

● Header - besides the actual post/page name ( “header” ) and its text you will need 
alternative header and a short description of the post/name.

● Alternative header ( “title”, content of title html tag ) - up to 60 symbols including 
spaces. Short description ( “meta description”, content of  ) - up to 157 symbols 
including spaces.

● Header’s length - the “header” of the article may have any reasonable length. The 
“title” and the “header” should not match.

● Keywords usage - the “header” and the “title” should have at least 1 keyword inside. 
Description should have 1-2 keywords, where 1 keyword should be similar to what 
we’ve used in the title. The closer these keywords are to the beginning – the better.

● Article size - recommended size of the article: 1000 – 1500 words 



TEXT FORMATTING RECOMMENDATIONS #1

● Sub-headers - Splitting the text into paragraphs with sub-headers is 
a must. Part of the sub-headers may have 1 keyword from the 
semantical core related to the certain topic ( keywords inside the 
sub-headers should be different )

● Paragraphs - Paragraphs should have 1-2 keywords inside ( where 
possible ) to cover all the semantic core we have for the discussed 
topic 



TEXT FORMATTING RECOMMENDATIONS #2

● Lists and other formatting - usage of lists with active links to 
the certain places of the current article is a welcomed 
practice. Strong, italic, underline formatting elements should 
be used not only with the keyword phrases.

● Images - Usage of relevant images inside the text is 
extremely welcome. In case of images alternative description 
( “alt” ) of each image should be mentioned ( =a must ). The 
size of each “alt” description – 2-4 words. If the image is 
linked - the linking rules for the image are similar to linking of 
textual content



LINKING REQUIREMENTS

● Dofollow vs nofollow - you may use one dofollow link pointing 
to Plesk website from each of your content pages. All additional 
links from the same page(s) to the main Plesk website should be 
marked as nofollow.  

● Anchors - you may use any anchors including Plesk-branded 
keywords



Thank You!
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